
 
 

 
 

Introducing the Classic Program for Direct Jet UVMVP Printers 
You can join the MVP Classic Program by purchasing an eligible machine  

with an optional trade up within 9 months.  

What makes the Classic Program so special? 

Classic MVP Program UV LED printer models have many benefits. 

1. What does ‘Classic’ mean? The 
Classic Program has been designed 
as a conduit for customers that 
need top notch UV LED printing 
capability, but want to limit their 
investment. Within 9 months of 
purchasing a MVP Classic printer, 
the purchaser may choose to trade 
up their Classic printer for a new 
Direct Jet 1800z15, 1800z35, or 7200z model. At that point 70% of the purchase 
price of the Classic printer will be allowed as trade in value against a new Direct Jet 
1800z15, 1800z35, or 7200z model at current MSRP. This credit cannot be used in 
conjunction with any other offer or discount.  
 

2. A Sound Investment. Purchasing an MVP Classic UV LED printer is more than 
purchasing a pre-owned printer through a current owner or 3rd party service. 
Purchasers of a Classic Program printer can rest assured that their printer comes 
equipped with the quality and application abilities of the original machine.  
 

3. Quality Matters. Every UVMVP Classic Program printer is re-entered into our 
production and quality control line. As such, each Classic printer meets all of the 
quality and repeatability testing requirements performed on a new Direct Jet UV LED 
printer. If a machine does not pass all of these tests, it will not be sold. 
 

4. What do the machines look like? All UVMVP Classic Program printers are previously 
used machines. As such, some may have visible ink spots within the working areas 
and others may have scratched or scraped covers. 
 

5. A certified warranty. All UVMVP Classic Program Printers are sold with a 6-month 
factory, parts only warranty. 
 

6. Classic Program Printers: Available models include Direct Jet 1024UVMVP6. 
1024UVMVP15 UV LED Printers. 
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